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Experts increasingly fear that as Russia's invasion stalls, the Kremlin could choose to retaliate against Western nations by inciting violence there.
Russia could strike back at the West by calling on its network of white-supremacist groups to commit terror attacks there, analysts warn
with the goal of projecting Russia as the conservative antithesis to the liberal West on the world stage. Breakaway states and frozen conflicts in the former Soviet space act as the testing grounds ...
Transnistria Has Soviet Flags, but Its Oligarchs Want to Trade With the West
The moves come as the Group of 7’s agricultural ministers met in Germany to discuss new ways to get Ukrainian harvests to world markets ... at the heart of the current conflict — to join as well, ...
Ukraine Live Updates: Sweden Says Joining NATO Would Have ‘Conflict-Dampening Effect’
The views expressed by contributors are their own and not the view of The Hill The conflict ... The connection may seem tenuous at first but remains no less true as the West, led by America ...
US credibility against autocrats starts and ends with its use of war powers
The invasion of Ukraine means fewer Russian tanks and other military hardware will rumble through Red Square on Monday, when the country marks its victory in World War II. The ...
Be the first to know
The war in Ukraine therefore feels somewhat familiar to Hemon, whose great grandfather came to Bosnia from Ukraine before World ... by the West. This seems to be at the crux of this conflict ...
Aleksandar Hemon on What’s Different About the War in Ukraine
The clashes have also tested Israel’s emerging ties with parts of the Arab world, leading three countries ... both sides of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, and why it remains among the most ...
A Site Holy to Jews and Muslims Returns as the Nexus of Conflict
According to local police quoted by the Associated Press, a radio facility in the town of Maiac in Transnistria, seven miles west of the Ukrainian ... post-Soviet "frozen conflicts" zones ...
Why Moldova's Transnistria Region Could Be Drawn Into Putin's War
Ukraine defence ministry says Russian troops backed by tanks and artillery attacking steelworks; Charles Michel forced to take shelter during missile strike ...
Russia-Ukraine war: Russia trying to storm Azovstal plant, says Ukraine; European council president caught up in Odesa shelling – live
The letter “Z” has emerged as a prominent propaganda symbol in Russia’s attack on Ukraine, drawing comparisons to swastikas worn by Nazi soldiers in World War II. At the start of Russia’s ...
World War ‘Z’: What’s the meaning behind Russian propaganda symbol emerging as ‘the new swastika’?
However, this footage emerged online yesterday in connection ... the conflict in Ukraine had progressing already with our previous rolling coverage here. Firing missiles at targets in the west ...
Ukraine Situation Report: Russian Cruise Missiles Strike Targets Across The Country
A Russian victory in the region would appall the West but ... But the waves of conflict there since 2014 have reshaped and wounded its cities, and it is along its line of contact that both the ...
Donbas, Ukraine's ravaged heartland, has suffered eight years of warfare. Here's why Putin wants it
Shouldn’t we be glad that the young generation has grown up in a world ... 26 percent of West Bank Palestinians believe that a negotiated two-state solution should end the conflict.
Shabbat Tekuma: From Destruction to Rebirth
While Russia batters Ukraine and NATO countries send troops to Eastern Europe, a separate conflict between Moscow and the West is playing out in the world of ... contact of Russian GRU officers ...
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